Building Tools

Building Profiles / Support Props / Mixing Wheel

External
Building Profiles

Set Contains:
2 x 2metre BUILDING PROFILES
2 x 230mm BOLTS
2 x 350mm BOLTS
2 x 460mm BOLTS
4 x CLAMP BRACKETS
4 x EXTERNAL WING NUTS
2 x LINE HOLDERS
FAIPROEXT
2 x STABILISERS
£219.08 Ex VAT
1 x SETTING DEVICE
£262.90 Inc VAT

Galvanised steel construction

External corner profiles provide
the answer to fast and accurate
bricklaying by removing the need
to raise corners first. Brick profiles
may be used after three courses
of bricks have been laid and
allowed to set overnight.
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Once the profiles have been
attached to the brickwork and
set up, they provided an accurate
and firm corner post from which
a building line may be run.
Building profiles are easy to
set up, simple to use and are
supplied complete with all the
fitments needed to help you lay
bricks quickly and accurately.
The profiles design also allows
easy access to the brickwork for
pointing and ‘rubbing in’ to be
completed as work progresses
for greater productivity.

Adjustable
Support Props

These props are designed for use
as an extra pair of hands when
supporting ceiling boards and sheet
materials during overhead fixing.
They are adjustable to working
heights ranging from 1600mm to
2900mm. The feet at both ends
swivel to accommodate sloping or
uneven surfaces and improve grip.
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Building Profile Spare Parts
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

FAIPROEXTB9
FAIPROEXTB14
FAIPROEXTB18
FAIPROEXTWN
FAIPROEXTCB
FAIPROEXTSD
FAIPROEXTLH
FAIPROEXTST

Scaffold
Spanner

DESCRIPTION
QTY Ex VAT Inc VAT
BOLT 230mm (9in)
2
£6.72 £8.06
BOLT 350mm (14in) 2
£8.03 £9.64
BOLT 460mm (18in) 2
£9.48 £11.38
WING NUTS
4
£6.79 £8.15
CLAMP BRACKET
4 £15.49 £18.59
SETTING DEVICE
1
£7.09 £8.51
LINE HOLDERS
4
£4.99 £5.99
STABILISERS
2
£4.84 £5.81

Made from high quality
chrome vanadium steel
and chrome plated for
rust protection. Ergonomic
handle for comfort.
7/16in Whitworth

Bi-hex socket
180º swivel

PLEASE NOTE that these props are
for lightweight temporary support
only and MUST NOT be confused
with heavyweight equivalents which
are designed to support heavy
loadsover extended periods.

Plasterers Hand
Mixing Wheel
Robust construction consisting of
an aluminium wheel with a tubular
steel shaft for heavy-duty work.
For hand mixing of plaster,
artex or similar
materials.

Length: 900mm
Wheel:
180mm dia.

Maximum working
load: 60kg Vertical
20kg 45°
FAIPROP1600
£66.40 Ex VAT
£79.68 Inc VAT
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Sold as a pair and
supplied with
sturdy carry bag.

FAISCAF716
£17.58 Ex VAT
£21.10 Inc VAT

FAIPW1
£20.69 Ex VAT
£24.83 Inc VAT

